Monday January 31, 2004
TBP general meeting- Minutes

The tutoring signup sheet was passed around.

The next general meeting will be Tuesday February 8th at 5pm in 218 NSC. Officer elections will be held at this meeting. We discussed what each position entailed.

We discussed engineering week which will be held at the end of February. There was not much interest in building a robot.

Members were asked to let us know if they would be interested in buying a bronze bent for $3.

We discussed choosing an eminent engineer (professor who has been an educator for at least 10 years or someone who has been working outside of the university for 15 years.) We will also need to choose a TA of the year and a professor of the year.

The relay for life was discussed and a signup sheet went around for those who are interested in joining a team. This event takes place from April 28- April 29 and is held to raise money for the American Cancer Association.